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TE-IE DIFFICUT.TIES OF THE TACTICAL 

DEFENSIVE, AND HOIV TO AIEET THEII. 

By Jhgor C .  I?. X A J X E ,  R.E. 

Friday, BIay 22nd, 1806. 

General Sir RICHARD HAKKISOS, K.C.B., C.M.G., R.X., 
in the Chair. 

PART 11. 

HAVING in my first lecture but briefly touched on the dificulties 
that arise in dealing with, or in arranging for, some of the details of the 
defensive, I shall today  pnss on to the larger questions involved. And in 
doing this I will recall to you what I have stated to be the real purpose 
and objects of the deftnsjve attitude. As the defensive attitude enables a 
certain resistance to be carried out by fewer men than it could otherwise 
be, this altitude is adopted by the weaker of two opposing forces 
to enable it, by its increased material po\ver of resistance, either :- 

- 1. To put off the decision of the fight until the opponents have 
bren so weakened as to be successfully counter-assaulted, or 

2. To gain tiiiie to allow of the free action elseuhere of a second 
friendly force. 

Both these objects may thus be embraced, with due limitations, under 
the statement that the objects of the defensive are :- 

1. l‘o econoinise inen and gain time, while 
9 .  Either (ti) allowing the enemy to eshaust his energy fruitlessly 

until he can be successfully counter-attacked, or  ( I )  securing 
for a friendly force freedom from interference while carrying 
out its dfe.’ 

I This niIc may eveti be that of coining to  the assistance of the force standiiig 
on the defcnsive. 
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1190 . TIIlC 1)lFFICUI.TII:S 01: TIIE TACTICAL l ~ I < F E s s I v l < ,  

illany examples can be given illustrating each of the two last sub- 
divisions (a and 6). Speaking from the defender’s point of view- 
Vimiero, Torres Vedras, Sadou-a, Coulniiers-are all examples of a 
force adopting the defensive, and relying on its own inherent energies 
to exhaust the attackers until it  could attack in return.. But, in the 
two latter cases, the defending forces were hopelessly outnumbered 
and outflanked. I could also add the cases of Talavera and Grave- 
lotte, but as each of these battles had special features I shall refer 
to them again presently. On the other hand, the battles of Waterloo, 
IVoerth, Spicheren, Mars-la-Tour, Xoissedle, the Lisaine, the French 
sorties from Paris, Deaune-la-Rolande, Plevna-are so many examples 
of the defenders holding out for a time’ iii the expectancy of early 
assistance, which espectancy was fulfilled except in the cases of 
Woerth,. Spichercn, and Plevna. Consequently, in this second list of 
battles, the force acting on the defensive was in reality acting as 
a “temporary pivot of manmuvre.” This is a very important fact to 
bear in mind,. as it gives the true principles of action that should 
govern the use of the defensive, and we will find that in the majority 
of successful defensive battles this principle has been acted on 
consciously or unconsciously.’ And in the same manner we can 
consider .all fortified places and fortresses, and all fortified posts on the 
line of communication, as applications of this principle of ‘ I  temporary 
pivots of manmuvre.” 

I mentioned Talavera and Gravelo~tcjust now, and suggested that they 
should in one sense be classed as defensive battles undertaken to defeat 
the enemy without extraneous help, yet they afford examples of succcss 
and failure arising from the application and non-application respectively 
of the ‘ I  pivot of manmuvre ” principle even during battle itself. I n  the 
battle of Talavera’ the I~nglish and Spanish troops took- up a defensive 
position, the Spaniards on the right and the English on the left. T h e  
Spaniards. being very unreliable, were placed behind entrenchments, the. 
English troops were not, the idea being that the Spaniards should hold 
their portion of the position as a pivot ofmanmuvre and detain the  French 
in front of it, while the English troops undertook the decisive fighting 
with their right protected by the Spaniards. At Gravelotte the  French 
left, entrenched in shelter, trenches, again and again sent.  the  German 
attacking troops i,n headlong rout, while the French right brought the 
German advsnce to a standstill. I t  is difficult to say what the result would 
have been to the Gernians had the French used either half of their position 
as a pivot of manmuvr,c and boldly manmuvred against the Germans 011 
the other half, taking advantage of,the demoralisation and disorgmisation 
that had been produced by their fire, or tlie iiature of the country, o r  the 
tactical blunders of the Germans. 

I will frankly state here that, in niy own view, this “pivot bf 

’ Indeed in ninny cases the application of this principle does not c!epend on 
the battle ending victoriously for the defenders, provided that Ulcy have gained the 
requisite delay in the enemy’s movements. 
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AND IIOU- TO MEET TIIEX. 1191 

maneuvre” principle’ is the key that unlocks the difficulties of the 
defensive either when applied tactically on the battle-fcld or  when 
applied strategically on the theatre of ivar. I n  what manner it does this 
I ail1 explain as we go along. But I must ask you to bear in mind that 
the troops actually manning any pivot of manauvre are, zuhen considmd ns 
0 iuhoZe, acting temporarily on the pure defensive, although parts of them 
may bc acting offensively in making local counter-attacks. I must further 
ask you to note that the application of the  ‘‘ pivot of manoeuvre’’ principle 
entails the provision of mobile troops as \veil as of stationary troops. 

Now, while fully recoghising that the defensive is a very undesirable 
attitude to adopt, unless we are compelled by the circumstances of the 
case to adopt it, and that it is only adopted in order to economise troops 
and to gain time for some ulterior object,-we must now ask, what are we 
to do, when we have to adopt the defensive, in order to niinimisc thc 
difficulties and disadvantages entailed bj. such a course of action ? 

I n  framing an adequate anslim to this question, I think that ice m i d  

be e z w  grtided b, fhe fo‘ol‘olfiiling fhrte ~ri i ic t jVes:-  
That the moral factors arc those that have most control in the 

great drarna of battle. 
That we should always try to make use of “temporary pivots 

of manmuvre.” 
That the opportune counter-attack is the sword of the defence, 

and is the only real means of obtaining decisive results. 
Of these three principles, I look upon the second one as more or less 

embracing the other two, and thus as forming the real key to the solution 
of the whole question of the proper means of making use of the 
defensive. 

Now, in finding an answer to the question that I have propounded, 1 
shall divide the subject up into the following headings :- 

l’he choice of defensive positions. 
The  distribution of the troops in each position. 
The  improvement of the defensive capacity of the position 

Thc  conduct of the defence. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 
8. 
3. 

4. 
occupied. 

T h e  third heading is usually considered to form thc essence of the 
defensive. A s  a matter of 
fact, the third heading is the least important of all. 

1. YZe Choice .f Dt$ensiz’c Posifiuns.-In every “ theatre of war’’ all 
the possible defensive positions should be known, and from among them 
a series of suitable tactical positions should be  chosen, regard being had 
to the strategical, administrative, and other controlling conditions of the 
moment, and to the network of roads. But, knowing the disadvantages 
connected with a defensive attitude, what should be the characteristics 

This is the rcsult of a long peace training. 

’The value of this pri&ple was first shown to me by Lieut.-Colonel G. F. R. 
Henderson. 
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1192 TIIE 1,IFFICL‘LTIES OF THE TACTICAL DEYESSIVE, 

required of ‘a defensive position for the purpose of minimising these 
disadvantages ? In our test-books many of these characteristics are 
stated-sometimes, I think, without due thought. However, I would 
suggest the following characteristics as those required for a modern 
defensive position, with the proviso that we can never expect to obtain 
all these characteristics combined in any one position. In  choosing one 
defensive position in‘ preference to another, we simply act on the principle 
of balancing advantages and disadvantages and , then choosing that 
position which has fewest disadvantages. In fact, this is the usual 
procedure in all matters of war. 

a. Army testsbooks lay down, among the requirements of a 
-defensive position, that its length sho‘uld,be suited to the strength of the 
defending force. I n  my opinion, this condition is almost a n  impossible 
one to secure in 09 per cent. of possible cases, and I would suggest that 
the following condition should be substituted for it-that the physical 
features of the position occupied should lend themselves to the tactical 
employment of the various arms of the defending force, i.e., the position 
to be held having been selected, such a portion of it only should be 
occupied as is suitable to the strength of the defending force in rdafion 
to the ccl/lnlili/ipJ of fhe offuckitig force (z.s., the German position on the 
Lisaine). 

d. The  slope of the position to the front‘ should not exceed l5”, and 
the  soil should be capable of being easily dug into. These two points 
are of great importancc, .both for carrying out counter-attacks, for 
minimising the physical and moral effects of the enemy’s fire, and for 
constructina I‘ pivots of manmuvre.” Steep ground in front of a position 
is a i rea t  source of danger (q., T h e  Rotherberg, and fiIajuba Hill). The  
slopes to the rear may be over Is0, biut there should be suficient space at 
the top of the position for the working of guns. Facilities for earth- 
cover for troops in rear of the shooting line must always, be considered. 

Them should be a clear field of fire up to the medium infantry 
ranges, if possible, and also positions for the defending artillery as will 
enable the guns to be massed while allowing the fire of the massed guns 
being “switched” or directed here and there as required. 

d. The system of roads and other communications to and from and 
along the position must not interfere with the free employment of the 
troops, or their retirement, or their power of rendering mutual assistance. 
Defensive positions in field warfare arc only mcans to an end, and there-’ 
fore must be readily and yillingly vacated when necessary. . 

They should, 
in all cases, rest on ‘‘ pivots of manccuvre,” with a nianceuvring force in 
connection with them. Sometimes one flank may find support on ‘some 
obstacle (q., a fortress) that renders it safe from being turned or out- 
flanked. Iht  in the majority of cases, with the ranging power of modern 
artillery and infantry arms, and with the mobility of modern troops, merely 
resting the flanks of 3 defending forcc on certain obstacles or localities 

Especially if cavalry are to take part in the local counter-attacks, 

. 

9 

c. 

. 

c. The protection of the flanks must be considered. 
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A S I >  HOW TO NEET TIICXI. 1193 

-villages, woods, etc.-is no real protection. Consequently, in the 
majority of cases, the flanks of a defending force will practically be ‘‘ in 
air,” and must rely on flesh and blood for their protection. 

h position should have as few localities as possible along it 
visible to the enemy, and no  salients, if possible ; for all visible localities 
and salients will, no~vadays, draw on them such a hail of projectiles as 
\vilI render them untenable SO long as the concentrated hostile fire con- 
tinues to be directed on them. But while such visible localities and 
salients are SO disadvantageous, yet every position should havc certain 
selected portions of it prepared as “pivots of manoxme”; these portions 
would be those that are naturally unfavourable to the execution of 
counter-attacks by the defenders, and, if possible, the defensive arrange- 
ments of such “pivots of manauvre” should be made as invisible as 
possible. Invisibility should be always aimed at in all battle preparations. 

If any obstacles to movement exist near to the position, they 
should be beyond the flanks and in front of the localities or “pivots of 
manaeuvre” only. They should in no case prevent the effective delivery 
of counter-attacks. There should be no obstacles to movement in rear 
of the position, if possible.’ 

111 choosing a position we should not be content with a mere 
esamination of the position’itself, but should also make a close cxnmina- 
tion of the ground.that mill be occupied by the enemy, and see how the 
proposed position is dominated or affected by it. If the enemy can mass 
an ovcrwlielming artillery force on positions favourable to himself, and 
from which he can effectively prepare the way for his infantry, the proposed 
position cannot be a strong one, nor be held for any considerable length 
of time. 

As all positions should only be held tentatively, every facility 
for a speedy and orderly withdrawal should be  arranged for. Conse- 
quently, the ground in rear of an occupied position should afford facilities 
for the construction of a “rallying” position, by the aid of which a rear 
guard would check any pursuit until the marching columns had started in 
retreat along the roads leading frotn the position. 

T h e  officer who is sent to select the position or positions should 
realise the importance of making a very clear distinction between the 
offensive and  defensive portions of a position, and the possibilities of the 
mutual assistance they can give each other when each is properly 
manned- by troops and guiis. X clear distinction between the ground 
suitable and unsuitable for counter-attacks will solw many of the diE- 
culties surrounding the choice and occupation of defensive positions. 
The  offensive portions of a position are such as permit of freedom and 
ease of movement to the front, while the defensive portions are such as 
do not readily allow of such movements. 

And here I may venture to make a few reinarks about /oca/ifL-s in 
1 Some great Generals, however,.hnve broken this rule, but only when they 

had confidence in the sriperiority of their own t r o o p  (especially as regards their 
moral qualities) over those of the eneniy. 

f. 

g. 

h. 

i. 
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1194 TIIE DIFFICULTIES OF TIIE TACTICAL DEEEXSIVE, 

a position, and the t6Ze that they should be expected to play. In 
the first place, I would define a locality as any feature (artificial 
o r  natural) of the ground that prevents free movement throiigh it, and 
affords, at  least, cover from sight. Hence, under the head of localities I 
include villages, farm-houses, ~voods, etc., that occur in or near a 
position. These certainly form parts of the defensive portions of a 
position, and, accordingly, may be used as “ pivots of maneuvre ” when 
they occur in a position and have to be held in order to prevent their 
occupation by the enemy. &it such localities very frequently, on account 
of their internal construction, absorb more troops for the defence of the 
ground that they occupy than ivould have been required if  they did not 
exist ; however, this is not a disadvantage if it  compels the  enemy to send 
a still greater number of troops against it than he would otherwise have 
done. Besides this, from their visibility and importance as “ pivots of 
manauvre,” they will attract the concentrated fire of thc enemy’s artillery, 
and so will not be easy to occupy under fire. Hence, localities are 
necessary evils : we cannot avoid having them, nor choose to have them ; 
if they are present, we must make use of th.em, and as they prevent free 
movement to the front, we can cover their fronts with all the ,obstacles we 
can procure. But invisibility is required for obstacles as well as for 
defences. 

I3ut I think that it is a fair question for consideratiofi, whether the 
defence cannot make a profitable use of the effect that visible localities 
have of drawing on to themselves the enemy’s fire and his troops, by 
deceiving the enemy as to their being occupied ? If we can armngc our 
true but invisible defences oirfsirle of the localities, which latter arc given 
certain preparations visible to the enemy, we might induce him to waste 
a vast amount of projcctiles on the localities and so save their being 
expended on our troops. 

Now, as to the rô k that-we should expect the localities in a position 
to play, T’would suggest that they should be so held as to play two riZes- 
viz., an independent, and a co-operative rile. To play an itidept-ndenf rtZe 
each locality must be so organisetl and manned with troops as to be self- 
suitaining for a sufficient length of time when acting on the pure 
defensive ; in fact, it should be capable of acting as a miniature fortress, 
or of a .fort of a fortress, and should have its own “ special reserve ”-and 
its own commander. But this rdlc of a locality is not sufficient, for it is a 
purely negative one, that of holding on or of-acting as an anchor. We also 
want each locality to have, with the aid of it3 garrison, a positive influence 
on  the course of the battle, and it can only do this by preventing the 
enemy passing by it except at  great risk to himself. If we enable the 
localities to do this, then the enemy is compelled to use. against them a 
greater force than the garrison they contain. ’ If they are not able to d o  
this, then they are a source of iveakncss to the defenders; but if they can 
do  this, then they are a source of weakness to the assailants, because they 
enable the defending general, relying oh their capacity to resist capture for 
.;1 sufficient length of time, to concentrate a superior force in other parts of 
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AXD IIOlV TO MEET TIIEJI. 1196 

tile battle-field where the enemy is weaker and’there to attack and defeat 
him: a proccdure which forms the keynote of siicccss both in strategy 
and tactics. This brings us to fhe co-opsrntiive rijle of localities. To obtain 
this effect they should be SO held as to act as bastions or caponniers giving 
a.strong development of flankink fire, and with mobile reserves ready to 
issue out on to the flanks of a passing enemy. If held in this ivay, the 
localities in a position practically bar the way to an enemy forcing his way 
into the positioii until the localities are captured ; each locality should be 
able to say “ Pass me at your peril,” and then put its words into effect. 
If it cannot do  this, the enemy will ignore it and pass it by. Consequently, 
the flanking effect and the action of the reserves of occupied 1-ocalities 
are most important subjects to consider anti arran$c for. 

Thus it is clearly seen that the localities in a position are so many 
“pivots of manceuvre,” and that, to enable a “pivot of manmuvre” to 
fulfil its r6k, it’iiiust offer such serious material dificulties to the enemy’s 
propress. and to his capturing it, as will compel his sending a grcatcr 
number of troops against it  than‘ the garrison it contains., The more 
illvisible the ’ material .difliculties are that are offered to the enemy, 
the better i t  is for the’defence, as it makes it harder for the enemy to 
overcome thcin. 

The disfi-ibrrtioi~ of troops itr n posifiorrt-This distribution depends 
:cry largely on the relative estents and characteristics of the offensive-and 
defensive portions of the position, and on the danger that each flank is 

W e  should first conjecture what will probably be the enemy’s artillery 
positions and his probable lines of advance, due regard being had to 
the previous strategical movements on each side.‘ But we must only 
determine these tentatively, so as. not to be surprised if the enemy acts 
differently to what we expected. 

If the position has not been preparcd beforchand, then we must first 
distinguish between the offensive and defensive portions of the position 
and determine its flanks, give each defensive portion its due garrison, 
mass the guns in’ such positions that their .fire can be turned in any 
direction, place a relatively thin line of infantry along the offensive 
portions of ‘the position, and place all the rest of the troops in reserve. 
Then after having done all this, see how far wc can economise the men 
told off for the first line.by means of entrenchments, ctc., for t h e  sake 
of increasing the number of men in the reserves. From the dificulty of 
supporting infantry placed in front of guns’when acting on the defensive, 
it is very n c c e s s q  to mass the guns and so enable them to defend their 
oan front, and, in case they become silenced, to have in hand adequate 
reserves of infantry to send forward. By massing the guns we ensure 
greater facilities for “ switching” their concentrated fire here and there 
as required. .- 

T h e  massed $uns would have inrantry on each of their f lkks,  and 
will, in fact, form: to a . ccrtain degree‘ “pivots of manaxwe,” 
cspccially if they can be relied on to defend .their own front. If they 

. .  

. .  

2. 

csposcd to. 
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1196 TIlE DIFFICULTIES OF THE TACTICAI. DEFEXSIl’E, 

cannot do this, it is a very weak’point in the position taken up. ‘For 
massed guns to be able to defend their own front the slopes in front of 
the position must be gentle and afford a good and extensive field of fire. 

Our Drill nook rules for the distribution of troops in a defensive 
position are good. viz. :-1st line composcd of a line of battalions, cach of 
which. is sub-divided into a shooting line with supports and battalion 
reserves; 2nd line composed of local reserves for the protcction of 
the flanks and for csccuting local counter-attacks; antl a 3rd line 
forriling a general reserve for esccriting a gencral counter-attack.’ 
X long position ~vould be dirided into sections, cach more or less under 
the  command of the oficer commanding the unit occupying the section. 
Pro section commander would do  more than execute local countcr- 
attacks, and he would be responsible- that every means of resistance 
within his section is made use of. If cavalry are to take part in these 
counter-attacks, the ground in front of the pllsition must be favourable to 
their action, it . ,  with gentle slopes and 110 obstacles to movement. 

The  Drill Book rightly I& great stress on having ample resbrves in 
hand. Indeed, in no other yay can the general oRiccr commanding have 
any control ovcr the figlit except by means of his reserves.  and^ if we 
consider that, when acting on the defgnsive, we are more ‘or less follow- 
ing the moves of the enemy and are only acting on conjecture,ye see how 
vastly important it is that the various coniniandcrs of the defence should 
have aniple reserves in hand to correct the effects of false conjectures and 
to repair any advantages gained bythe cncmy. “Collect all the reservcsyou 
can antl utilisc them actively and vigorously at opportune moments,” is a 
solid rule for the defence. The second link of local reserves should be 
posted behind .the ’offensive portions of the position, or “fronts of 
manceuvre” as we may call tl!cin, that is between the “pivots of maneuvre,” 
each of which pivots would haw its own garrison antl special reserve. 
T h e  correct posting of the general reserves is a most impOrtant thing, -as 
it is impossible to foresce in all cases where the enemy’s main blow will 
fall. A correct judgment on this point will test all the powers of the 
general commanding the defence. 

As the advantage of- the offensive is chiefly moral, the defenders 
must chiefly try to demoralisc the enemy as early as possible, and this can 
only be done by fire. Hence the position occupied by the first-linc troops 
and the amount and efficacy of fire they deliver is o i  very great impor- 
tance. Wherever possible, the infantry shooting line and guns should 
be protected by simple shelter entrcnchmcnts in order to reduce the efficacy 
of the enemy’s fire. These entrenchments do not form any obstacle to 
movements across them. I n  each battalion six conipanies can be put into 

~~ 

The proportional strengths of  the three lines cannot be laid down beforehand. 
T h e  local reserves forming the second line would best belong to  the same tactical, 
units i s  the troops of the first line in front ofthcm. T h e  general reserve would be 
a complete unit. The possibility of  having to  replace the first line, if the future 
battle i s  t o  be one of  long duration, will have to  be  considered when deciding on 
the relative proportions of  the ihree l i n e s  
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the firing line, with threc sections of each company extended. This 
leaves one section per company as supports, and two companies as a 
battalion reserve. If the shooting line, supports, and battalion reserves 
are protected by earthworks or other projectile-proof cover, then their 
losses will be SO rctluccd as to permit of a battalion being safely 
extended as described. nu t  it will then be incapable of making counter- 
attacks, which is a wise procedure, for until the final and decisive counter- 
attack is.made the shooting line should stand fast and leave the escctltion 
of the local counter-attacks to the local reserves. 

T h e  question of occupying c~c l~~~~c lnce~ l~os f s  in front of a position may 
be answered by the word “Don’t’’ in the majority of cases. 
cannot destroy them in the time available before the enemy’s arrival, 
the long range of modern artillery and the  po\verful effect of its 
concentrated fire are such as to render the occupation of advanced 
posts by either friend or foe almost impossible so long as artillery fire 
can be directed on it, And a further point to be considered is the 
difficulty of safely retreating from them under modern shrapnel fire. 
But to prevent the enemy gaining any serious advantage from capturing 
any advanced posts or localities, it is of the utmost importance to the 
defence that the ground in front of the  position should be capable of 
being swept by artillerx and infantry fire of the defence. 

I n  occupying a position, especially in country of a rolling and 
intersected nature, it  is very difficult to decide what ground to hold and 
what to give up to the enemy. The two great dangers of over extension 
and of undue reaching out to the front must be strictly guarded against. 
U‘e can safely estend laterally nowadays more than we could in former 
years when we had arms inferior to our present ones; but, for the same 
reason, we must restrict our occupation of ground more closely to the main 
position. And then, if there be any ground close in front of the position 
that is hidden from the view of the defenders, the only thing to do  is to 
observe it as long as possible, to keep a heavy fire directed on the troops 
trying to get into it, to mass an estra number of reserves behind it, and 
to counter-attack tlic enemy before he  can eslablish himself therc and 
drive him bick in confusion. T h e  same inethod is required for dealing 
with any kind of difficult point in the position, namely, to depend on the 
offensive energy of the reserve troops to deal with the enemy. 

with outposts, and the enemy would probably be met and harassed with 
advanced detachments of mounted troops (mounted infantry, cavalry, 
horse artillery, etc.), which would eventually find their way to the flanks 
of the position, the outposts retiring to the general reserves or third line, 
so as not to dislocate the arrangements of the main position for meeting 
the enemy. 

3. The ii~ip~vz~eii~errf of fhe ~i~nfer-irll de ftiisire cq%~r i f y  of fhe posifioii 
follows the distribution of the troops, if the position has not already been 
prepared for occupation, and in the material details executed in making 

If 

Before the battle begins the position would be, of course, covered. 

VOL. XL. 4 1) 
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1198. 

improvements ive,must ever bear in mind that battles arc- won by flesh 
and blood, antl not by inaterial forces and means. 

In  improving t h e .  material strength of a position we must be 
influenced by the following three considerations : of securing fire-power, 
maintaining the nervous energy of thc.troops, and providing cover for the 
first line at least. 

The principal object to be attained is a clear field of fire f j r  the 
defenders up to medium infantry ranges at least, and such light cover as 
will prevent the defenders being seen or hit. The  first duty ofthc defending 
.artillery and infantry is to hit ; the second is to hit ;  and the third is to hit, 
the  enemy’s troops. Consequently, besides clearing the field of firc.,.each 
unit in thc firing line must measure all the ranges to the various 
conspicuous objects in front of the position, and it may even have to erect 
range marks for the purpose. I t  is highly important to prevent the enemy 
from getting to the close ranges (i.e., the ranges of flat trajectory and high 
penetration) in an undemoralisetl condition. Ezwy judicious eforf shoufd be 
111nde fo drniorufise fhe eneitg* b@re he gefs fo ihc shot? rcztigcs if the defence is 
to be assuredly successful, and hence the vital importance of making 
every arrangement for increasing the efficacy of the defender’s fire and for 
decreasing the efficacy of the assailant’s fire.’ And side by side with the 
clearing of the field of fire we can .carry on the construction of obstacles 
in front of the defensive portions or “pivots of manmuyrg” of the position. 

The troops on the defensive will for some hours be illore or.less 
stationary, and will have to withstand the ‘demoralising effect of a pro- 
longed and concentrated shrapnel and shell fire directed on them. I t  is 
almost impossible to exaggerate the importance of husbanding the 
nervous energy of the troops to the last moment possible. “Aiter a 
fever or long fasting, the bravest men arc sometimes rcdiiced to such 
liervous prostration as to start at  the slightest noise, antl even weep at the 
‘merest trifles. Between that condition and a full stock of energy there 
arc many stages.. No troops can bear more than a certain amount of 
exposure to fire without suffering moral loss, which is but another wort1 
for one form of nervous energy. Therefore, economy of nervous energy 
is even more important ‘than economy of food or ammunition,” because 
the latter are more easily replaced. Consequently, during this preliminary 

THE DIFFICULTIES OF TIiB TACTICAL DEFWSIVE:, 

. a. 

d. 

. 1 On the other hand, a very instructive lesson to p o d  troops of reserving their. 
fire for very close ranges is to be learnt from the battle of Gorny Bougarovo, 

‘ fought 011 the 20th December, 1577. The  Russians, attncked by a superior 
Turkish force, stood on the defensive in an  entrenched position. The Turks after 
having poured a heavy fire on the Russians moved forward to  attack then1 in front 
and on both flanks. The Russians only returned a very feeble fire to encourage 
the Turks to conic on. Then, when the assailants had arrived a t  about 100 yards 
from the trenches, the Russians poured into them several wAl-directed volleys, 
and then, leaping from their works, rushed a t  the enemy with the bayonet. The 
Turks, having lost enormously in a few seconds, becatne panic-struck and fled 
before the counter-attack. The Russians lost about 240 men, arid the Turks about 
2,100 men. II;d thc French acted on the smie principle at St. Privat, the Prussian 
Guards might have been driven from the field of battle for the rest of the day. 
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Asb Hoiq Yo U E ~ T - T H E ~ ~ .  IlSP 

artillery bombardment, or preparation,’ the troops on the defensive should 
be provided with such shelter as it is possible to givd them. In  any case, 
the shelter trenches should be deep enough’to ‘give cover from shrapnel 
fire, ..and all earthworks ahodd be low,, and rcntlercd as invisible as 
possiblc by being covered with sods, leaves, grass, etc., if thcy arc 
constructed in grass fields. 

The  necessity for Iargc rescrvcs. by means of which alonc IVC can 
meet the  unexpected, repair errors, and esccute counter-attacks, clcniaiitls 
ccononiy in the allotment of troops to the first linc, antl this ccononiy 
cnn only be obtained by the use of “ covCr”.cntrcllchn~ents, for the 
construction of ivhich tiinc. tools. and suitable soil are required. These 
Ir-orks should be made a s  invisible as possible. nut directly we begin to 
go in for “ field tlcfcnrcs,” as thcy arc generically called. we begin to run 
into certain dangers. In the first placc, if the position is made too strong, 
thc enemy will refuse to attack it, antl will hold its front with some of his 
troops acting on the defensive, perhaps in an cntrrnched position, antl 
march round its flank with the rcmaintlcr of his force. In the second 
place, one is apt to place too much reliance upon the theoretical strength 
of the works, and of the difficulties of the cnemy’s approach ovcr opcn 
ground ; antl ir. thc third place, a feeling of dislike arises to leaving the 
works in order to advance against the enemy, with the too-frequent 
conscqucncc of allowing, his mistakes, to ao unpunished. I t  .is necessary 

. t o  ever bear thcsc tlangcrs in mind in order to guard oncself’against 
them. 

Besides the clearing of the field of fire, it.is necessary to free the 
offensive portions of the defensive position from all impediments to movc- 
ment to the front, so as to facilitate counter-attacks, while the various 
localities in the position shou!d be prepared as d.efcnsive pivots of 
manocuvre and’their fronts corercd with obstacles to the enemy’s advance 
to the assault. If no localities exist, pivots of maneuvre must be con- 
structed in the shape of works of increased strength when time permits, 
for without such pivots a-bold use of local counter-attacks, which alone 
forms thc s3u1 of the dcfcncc, ~vould iiiciir considerable danger. 

Cover for the artillery of the defcnzive is .of special importance, as 
guns can be mote easily ranged on than infantry, and they will probably 
be the target of a prolonged concentratctl fire from a more numerous 
hostile artillery. I h t  this cover should be made as invisible as possible. 
Shields for,guns have been strongly advocatctl for the purposc of giving 
the gunners cover during the preliminary artillery bombardment. 

Obstacles to movcment should only be placed in front of the pivots 
of manaeuvrc. and should be so located, if possiblc, as to hold the enemy 
stationary for a while undcr an  effcctive fire. They should, if possible, 

. bc hidtlcn from view, so that thcy cannot be dcstroycd by distant artillery 
fire. But the estcnt to which obstacles can be xwd,  and the naturc 
of thc .obstacles, entirely depcnd on the labour, time, tools, and material 
available at the time: 

As regards thd dcfencc of the flanks of the position, it is becoming 

c. 

. 

4 n Q  ’ 
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1200 TIIE DIFFICULTIES OF THE TitCTIC.4f. t>EFkSSIVE, 

clearer and clearer that we must rely on troops, and not on works alone. 
A pivot of inantcurre can be constructed at cach end of the position, but 
the manewring  troops arc the vital point in the use of such pivots. 

, The rallying position in rear may be looketl on as a “pivot of 
manccurrc” to check the advance of the cncmy in case of a voluntary or 
involuntary retrcat. 

A very important consideration on every battle-field is the arrange- 
ments made for collecting information of what is taking place in the 
different parts of the battle-field, and for communicating this information 
to  the general officer commanding. For these purposes the defence has 
to rely.on 3 good system of observation posts (balloons, field observatories, 
etc., with trained observers), connected by the telegraph or by signalling 
stations, or by order!ies with the headquarterstaff. 
. T h e  food antl water supplies required by the troops should not be 

overlooked, antl especial attention should be paid to the formatioil. of 
animunition dep8ts placed near to the troops, and to the troops in the 
shooting line being well supplied with ammunition. 

The conducf of /he dp/tiice, escluding the cases of surprises and 
night attacks, is the most important thing of all. \\’& will suppose that 
thc‘enemy has determined to attack the occupied position ; the position 
chosen, the distribution of troops along it, and the artificial strenkthening 
of the position, may all be of value ; but faults in them can be corrected 
by a proper conduct of the defence, whereas they are of no good whate\*er 
with a bad conduct of the defence. T h e  ruling principle for the defence 
to act on is, that the advantages of the assailants are chiefly moral, and 
that therefore the best ivay to defeat t he  attackers is to demoralise them, 
and then to assunie the coun‘tcr-offensive. ’ Hence the defence inust rely 
on disorganising and demoralising the enemy before he  gets to the close 
ranges (i.c., ranges of flat trajectory,and high penetration), arid then to 
counter-attack him.’ . That. is to say, that the successful offensive 
emplo).mcnt of thc troops‘ of the defensive depends on suddenly taking 
advantage of the adverse moral condition of the attacking troops, or on 
surprising them. Another reason for trying to demoralise the enemy as 
early as possible is the bad .moral effect that his close approach to the 
defenders will have, and it is highly important to allow of nothing that 
tends in any- way to lower the nervous cnqgy  of one’s own troops. 

Another important principle of action for the defence is to boldly 
attack arid crush any weak detachments of the enemy that are beyond the 
reach of opportune support. Thus, if the enemy’s advanced guard rushes 
ahead of its main body, as at  IVoerth, Spicheren, or Colunibey, the defensiye 
should try and annihilatc it n‘s sooii as possible. - If such opportunities of 
dealing with the enemy in detail arc neglected by the defence,-the task 
will be made harder in the end, and even the battle may be lost. 

1 Had the French acjed thus. at St. Privat or opposite Gravelotte oIi the  
18th August, 1870, the fate of the day might have been reversed. The battles of 
Spicherenand Mars-la-Tour would also have ended adversely to the  Germans, had 
tlic French only undertaken general counter-strokes. 

4. 
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,\SU HO\V TO JII.‘ET TIIEM. 1201 

bu t  we kill suppose that the enem-y llas.not made any such mistakes, 
and that he has determined to assault the  position occupied by the defence. 
Under such conditions, the oKensivc action of the defensive can only 
take place some hours after the battle has begun, antl after each sitie 
has lieen well pounded by the other, that is, after a great deal of ncrv0;Is 
energy has been used UP ; for with all the  care we can give to the subject, 
the troops in the first line will nevcr be very well protected from the enemy’s 
fire, especially as the cover that is given to them must not prevent them’ 
seeing the cnFmy antl firing at  him. T h e  e;lrly tlisorganisation and 
demoralisation of the enemy can only be effected by eficacy of fire, and 
this involves a kno~vlctlge of the ranges, ‘and a controlled ‘conccntratctl 
fire of artillery antl infantry capable of -6eing ‘switched right and left as 
required. 
be masscd q i d  be given karthwork cove’r so as’ to render it as clifiicult 
as possible for the cncmy to silence them. Thcn, aftcr the enemy’s 
dcmoralisa& has been effected by such a firc, tlie officcr cornmailding 
in each section of the (1efcnc.e must in every way endeavour to counter- 
attack with his s c c t i y d  or local rcscrves thc tiemoralisctl enemy as so011 
as he arrives within 600 yards of the position, antl his own guns have to 
begin t o  cease using shrapnel fire for fear of hitting their own troops. 
These local counter-attacks will partake of the nature of sorties, antl so, 
whcn.thc enemy is driven back, the sortie will return again and get under 
cover in rescrve. Tlie retirement of tlie counter-attacking troops will be 
facilitated by .being covered by the fire directed from the “ piyots of 
man~uvre ,”  and from the batteries of the dcfqnce, irhicli will now olicn 
fire Vigorously, if necessary, cvcn if they -have fieen temporarily silenccd. 
These guwwould be pdniarily directed 0.n the enemy’s artillery. I t  must 
not be forgotten that by this time this liostilc artillery has become much 
demoralised, partly by losses incurred in the earlier stages of the fight and 
partly by the exhaustion caused by long-continued firing. We, must 
always remember that the ejlicacy of ihe hostile fire is greatly lessened 
to\v.?rds the end of the fight. We are apt to think that troops (whether 
of the artillcry or infantry) ncvcr get exliaustetl or unsettled, but this is by 
no means the case in reality. 

Now, the conduct of the defence, as laid doivn above, demands from 
the officers of the defence a great exercise of faith, for, from the condi- 
tions of the case, such a line of action cannot b,e adequately practiscd in 
peace-time; because it is, impossible to represent a local countcrlstroke 
when there are no shells and bullets.’ “ T h e  effect of a counter-stroke. 
depends almost entirely upon the nronzl of the troops against whom it is 
delivered ; and mond, on the field of action, is irincipally effected by fire, 
by heavy losses, by disorder and confusion, and by the sudden appe arance . 
of’a force Ithich is determined to force ‘the fighting. .None of these can 
be adequately represented on the man&uvrc ground, and no system of 
casualties, no mixing of units, no bayonet charge, no fire of blank cartridge 
produces the slightest intimidating eKe.ct on even the last-joined recruit. 

For the folloying extract and the  substance of the next two pamgraplis, I 
am in&bted to Lieut.-Colonel G. F, R, Henderson, 

For this purpose, and to secure their oyn  front, the guns must . 

. .  . . .  
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1202 THE DIFFICULTIES OF THE TACTICAT. VEFENSIVE, 

When a counter-stroke is made during peace manocuvres, it  is met by 
men who are cool and collected and by a steady fire, the moral 
influences are altogether absent, and it thus lacks every single element on 
which success depends. But on the battle-field matters bear a v e v  
different.aspect. Gaps occur in the front of the attack. At one qoint a 
portion is driven back by the overwhelming fire of the defence. .Another 
portion presses forward without support. Another is unable to advance, 
rind clings with tlificulty to the cover it has reached. Everywhere oppor- 
tunities present themselves of striking a demoralised enemy either in front 
or  flank and hurling him back-with the bayonet, and no  fact is borne out 
more clearly by history than this, that troops once checked by the fire of 
the  defence are peculiarly susceptible to a resolute advance, especially if 
they can be attacked in flank. Over and over again in thc Franco- 
German War the very appearance of the bayonets of the counter-attack 
\\-as sufficient to make the \\-hole attack collapse, and exactly the same 
occurred at the Alma. Troops who have not been able to gain superiority 
of fire over the -defence, and who are suffering heavily, soon reach a 
condition of nerves in which they can neither shoot straight nor obey 
orders.” 

Now, if the defenders do not take advantage of this state of things 
and do not counter-attack, the demoralised attackers will seek cover, and  
before long receive supports, and so have their moral energy revived. 
But, if the attacking force is forced to retire by a counter-stroke, the 
men will get out of hand, they will be deaf to the voices of their officers, 
and tactical unity will be lost, with the possible result of the supporting 
bodies being swept away by the retiring crowd, and a panic ensuing ; and 
then; if the defenders folloii this up, and keep the flying masses within 
effective range, they will probably inflict tremendous losses. 

The  above statements summarise the facts of history. I n  the war of 
18iO the French troops, when acting on the defensive, invariably carried 
out a series of localcounter-attacks with remarkable results. In  thebattle of 
Woerth, where 35,000 French engaged 80,000 Germans and held them at bay 
for seven hours, the former made fourteen infantry counter-strokes, which 
werealmost invariablysuccessfu1,except when they were pushed too far. They 
inflicted heavy losses on the assailant, they created the most extraordinary 
confusion and loss of tactical units in the ranks of the attack, they spoilt 
the  combinations of the attacking general, and they so demoralised the 
troops that in some cases it was hours before they could be rallied, while . 
in others they were of no more use for the remainder of the day. At the 
battle of Gravelotte three -French battalions counter-attacked 15,000 
Germans, and a French brigade counter-attacked 30,000 men supported 
by 156 guns, and yet in each case nearly .the whole front of attack 1vaB 
swept back, more than one German regiment was dissolved in flight, 
t he  supporting detachments were swept away, and crowds of fugitives 
swarmed back through the guns in absolutely uncontrollable panic, while 
the French losses were very small. Von AIoltke thus summarises the 
battle of Noisseville, the first battle in 18iO in which the Germans acted 
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AND’ HOW* TO .MEET THEM. 1203 

on the defensive and whixc they made much usc of field entrench- 
ments :--“The tactics on the Prussian side. were the employment of 
the artillery acting in masses, and by the defence of the infantry 
being accompanied with frequent and vigorous counter - strokes.” 
The  Turks ‘in Plevna, in 1877,’ by no means depended on a 
purely passive defensive attitude, but made a very great and , successful 
use of vigorous and well-timed counter-strokes. This method of 
procedure is further in accordance with our English traditions, Ivhich 
are to wait until the enemy comes within decisive range, to beat 
him down with a heavy fire, and then to drive him back in disorder ivith 
the bayonct. J h t  such local counter-attacks must not be pushed so far as 
to become esposcd to the close fire of the enemy’s artillery or to the fire 
of the enemy’s reserves. Ikfore such occurs, the counter-attack must be 
withdrawn. The troops employed in carrying out, such counter-strokes 
should be taken from the reserves so that troops may be sent forward that 
have not suffered loss, .confusion, or fatigue. The  moments chosen for 
moving forward are those in which suitable opportunities occur for 
crushing the enemy’s in detail, as, for esample, ishen any of his detach- 
ments are seen to be without supports, or when wide gaps in his line offer 
chances for flank-attacks on his .advancing line. Such opportunities, if 
utilised, will produce confusion and’dcmoralisntion, will ruin the enemy’s 
combinations, and gradually, bring about by degrees his ultimate defeat. 
All war esperiencc shows in the clearest language that no  good ever 
results from not taking immediate advantage of an enemy’s mistalic or 
unfavourable condition and defeating him in detail. In fact, every oficcr 
should be deeply impressed yith the necessity, and even duty, of 
annihilating the enem,. whencvcr he comes within reach with inferior 
numbers that arc not supported, or with dcmornlised troops . in .any 
numbers. 

As regards the final or decisive countcr-attack, it will be carried out 
by the third line or general reserve in the direction and at the time 
ordered by the gcneral officer commanding. This counter-attack will 
not be of the nature of a sortie, but will be pushed hoKe to’finally dri& 
the enemy off ‘ the  battle-field and to carry out the pursuit. The  
direction of the final CountEr-stroke will be largely governed by strategical 
considerations, and will be delivered when the general eshaustion of the 
enemy is apparent. Even when the position is attacked, the general 
onicer commanding the defensive will have a diflicult task before him to 
judge correctly as to where the enemy’s main effort will be directed. As 
Wellington’s right flank at  Waterloo was his weak point, he was doubtless 
right in posting 18,000 men at Hal ; and as Bazaine’s left flank at Grave- 
Iotte aas at first his weak point, he  was doubtless right in posting’ his 
reserves behind it. But both these generals failed to see in opportune 
time that their conjectures were erroneous, and consequently both suffered, 
one disastrously, from the absence of their troops at the critical time ‘and 
place of the battle, though both could have brought up the distant troops 
in time had they realised the error of their original conjecture early 
enough. But it is easy to criticise after the event, and one requires . .  to . .  
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1204 THE DIFFICULTIES O F  TiIE TACTICAL DEFENSITE, 

have been plac.ed in the same situation as either of these generals to 
realise how difficult it is to form correct judgments in the m.idst of the 
“uncertainties” of war, with the grave results that depend upon them ; 
it is given to but few men to be  fearless of responsibility under such 
conditions. 

The.defence of the flanks will be carried out on much the same 
principles. Probably the ends of the position will rest on specially- 
constructed or existing ‘‘ pivots of manccuvre ” ; and behind these, -and 
perhaps well away beyond the flanks, will be posted the reserves that 
are to ensure the safety of the flanks. .The same principles of action 
apply here as along the front of the main position, namely, to effect the 
early demoralisation of. the enemy by an  effective concentrated fire over 
known ranges, and then to hurl the enemy back with the bayonet. Lon’g- 
range fighting can never secure victory. The  only thing that is decisive is 
the  energetic application of brute force. and this application must be 
made whether the enemy waits for it o r  not. 

Some writers have discussed the question of only dealing counter- 
strokes after having allowed the enemy to force his way into the position. 
I cannot help feeling that such counsels arc prompted by the material 
aspect of war, so common among Icnglish writers, and that the worst 
thing that can be done is to voluntarily nlloig of anything to occur that 
will raise the moral force of the enemy and depress that of the defenders, 
as would certainly happcn if the assailants penetrated the position. I am 
not here speaking of cnscs in whicli the enemy’s success lins been gained 
before the arrival of the reserves who have to make the counter-stroke. 
I only havd in view the casc of deliberately not making a counter-stroke 
until tlie enemy has forced himself into tlie position. 

COIdJfdJkg Reinnt-ks.-After what 1 have said, it wiil be seen that the 
disadvantages of the defensive are .chiefly moral, and that, therefore, the 
means of overcoming them must also be chiefly moral, viz., by demoralis- 
ing the enemy by concentrated fire over known ranges, by the use of 
field defences as-“ temporary pivots of manccuvre” in order to economise 
men antl heap up reserves, and by the use of these reserves in opportune 
local and general countef-strokes. These means apply, each in their own 
sphere, to the defence of small localities, or of long positions embracing 
several of such localities, or of a large area of country when carrying out 
a defensive strategy. In  this last casc, the pivots of manceuvre would be the 
fortresses and entrenched camps or positions of the country round which 
the field armies would manaeuvre antl strike at the flanks of the enemy 
after he h a d .  become engaged with the garrison of the pivot of 
manceuvre. I n  the first case, that of a small locality, the principle of 
pivots of manaeuvre with offensive movements made on either or both of 
their flanks, also finds not only a ready application, but it is the only 
method of procedure that promises any assurance of success. Within a 
locality, counter-attacks are really the only means of compelling the retreat 
of t h e  enemy, especially if they arc directed on the flanks and rear of 

‘ his detachments, 
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ASD. HOW To MEET THEN. 1205 

Thus on a large or small scale, the defensive finds its best use in being 
in conjunction with the delayed offensive on the principles 

described abovc. X part of the force acts on the  defensive in a defensive 
position. and yhile the enemy attacks this position he is counter-attacked 
in flank by another poacrful force. ’ It is the same idea as is involved 
in the principle of “ temporary pivots of manccuvre,” combined with 
a striking or manceuvring force, wliich strikes at the psychological 
moment, or moment of dcmoralisation in the‘ enemy’s ranks. The  
German manccuvres of 1695 afford very good illustrations of the principles 
advocated abovc. 

T h e  great dilficulty in the matter lies in our not being able to 
propcrl; realise moral cffects in peace-time ; And tlic consequence of this 
is the universal neglect of rehearsing the proIxx method of defence in 
peace ~~~anccuvres.  Another great difficulty lies in the choice of the 
right moment for delivering tlic various local and general counter-strokcs. 
Again, the change of the attitude of the whole force from thc defensive to 
offensive is by no means an-easy opcration. The consequence of all 
tlicse clitlicultics is, that “ higher qualifications are required to make an 
able defence on a large scale than to direct an attack with adequate 
means.” However, I have endeavoured to show you that by acting on 
certain principles, involving a reliance on; thc operation of the moral 
factors of human nature, many of the difici&ies of the defence, wliich 
chiefly arise when the fight rages d t h i n  a short distance of the main 
position, arc completely met by the actual transference of the close- 
range fighti.ng from the vicinity of ,the’- :defensive, posifion. to the 
vicinity1of the line of attack, thus transferring to the attackers the r6le of 
the defensive with all its tlifficultics, . nut  .to enable this to be done, 
the physicd f e u  hires n f the poxifion I N I I S ~  ?en(? th~mselivs fo /he it))lic(ifion 
oflhexe princi;Dlt*s. The necessity of tlic d‘efensive acting 011 the offensive 
is admitted by a11 writers, though they nsunlly fajl to. state in more detail 
how this should be done. ‘I’his omission I hive sought to supply, and to 
sliow how offensive movements, delivered at  the proper times of moral 
crisis, and based on defensive pivots of nianccuvrc, give us the nieans of 
solving all our doubtful questions in defensive projects. If the object of 
battle i s  the‘annihilation of me enemy’s means of resistance, and if the 
offensive is the only way of procuring a decisive result, then the defensive 
must be  abandoned before the end of the fight,-and the offensive vigorously 
assumed, or else defeat will have to be accepted. By accepting these 
principles of action, the near defensive (close-to the position) becomes a 
thing as little thought of as defeat, because it is now transferred over to 
the enemy in front of the position by having been changed i.rito the 
offensive. The  truest principle of war to act on is that the secret of 
success lies in a bold and energetic offensive, and not in passive 
resistance, and that, therefore, a gene’ral counter-stroke can alone win a 
decisive victory for the defensive. 
,. I n  conclusion, I may here summarise, briefly, what I consider to be 
the chief points to be carried out in, dcfending a tactical position that it 
has been decided to hold :- ’. . 
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1206 THE DIFFICU1.TIF.S OF THE TACTICAL DEFENSIVE, 

1. The  position should have such a gentle slope to the front as 
to form no impediment to the execution of counter-strokes, 
and there should l+ a clear field of fire for as long ranges as 
possible. . .  

'2. Divide the position into defensive and offensive portions, i.e.. 
into pivots and fronts of manmuvre. The  pivots of 
manceuvre should be strengthened and- covered with 
obstacles invisible at a distance to the enemy. 

3. JIass the guns so .that they can, by their concentrated fire, 
defend their own front in clear keathcr, and be able, to turn 
their fire in any other direction. The  infantry will be on the 
flanks of the guns disposed in three lines; the first to form- 
a shooting.linc with thc usual supporting troops, tlic second 
to form local reserves to protect the flanks and esecutc 
local' counter-strokes along the front of the position, and 
the third to form a general reserve to execute a general 
counter-stroke. .The pivots of manceuvre to liave their own' 
special cominanders and reserves. 

4. Collect a.mp!e rcserws behind the offensive portions, or 
fronts of rnanccuvre, of the position. The  more diflicult 
the nature of tl ic ground and the grcatcr thc a h n t a g c s  
it gives the enemy, the greater must be the amount of the 
local rcservcs allotted to that point ; the flanks come under 
this description. 

JIaintain on the enemy a continuous and well-directed infantry 
, . and arlillery fire. delivcred from covered emplacements 

and trenches. and over known ranges, for the purpose of 
denioralising and disorganising the enemy's troops as early 
as possible. 

G. Employ the iocal reserves in opportune local counter-strokei 
as soon as the cncmy gets to within 500 yards of the main 
posit,ion. 

7. Employ,. he general resxve in a general strategic counter- 
stroke. .o decide the battle when the enemy is felt to be 
sufficiently exhausted. 

8. Construct a pivot of manceuvre. in rear as n ' f  rallying" position. 
9. Arrange for the regular and frequent supply of ammunition, 

water, and food to the  troops, especially to those in the 
front line, and for the collection and transmission of 
information to headquarters. . 

From .the. forcgoiiig remarks we see that entrenchments, or field 
defences, find their highest value and truest use as pivots of manceuvre 
acting as tactical support5 in battle. " -4nd whenever a general has 
thought more of maintaining his ground than of annihilating his enemy, 
whenever he has let his enemy's blunder go unpunished, when he  has 
neglected his opportynities Qf dealing with him in detail, when h e  has 

. 5 .  
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AND H O W  TO MEET THEM. 1207 

trusted to his entrenchments to win his ,battle and not to the vigour and 
timeliness of his counter-strokes, then. the strongest position, the most 
elaborate system of entrenchments, have provecl but a broken reed. 
‘ Entrenchments,’ says Jleckcl, ‘ are the shield’ of the defensive ; the 
counter-stroke is the sword.’ ”-( Lietit.-Colonel G. F. R. Henderson.) 

Colonel E. J. TIMXERAY, C.B., V.C. (late R.E.) : It nizy sometimes happen 
that instances occur, altholigh not very frequently, where it is necessary for a 
b l y  of troops to ac t  practically on -the’ defensive, while a t  t h e  same they are 
endeavouring to.act on’the offensive. This is what happened during the siege of 
Delhi in-1857. At that time the Dzlhi Field Force was tinder the command of Sir 
Henry Barriard. and after the death of that gcncral from cholera it came under 
the conimind of Gcneral Sir Archibald Wilson. From the 8th of June to the 7th 
of September, this force while besieging Delhi was practically acting entirely’ 
upon the defensive ; it was exposcd to attacks both by day and night throughout 
the whole time. It was not until the areval of reinforcements from the Punjab 
sent down by Sir John Lawrencc in September, that it was possible to undertake 
any operations of an offeiisive nature. During the early part of the siege the 
psitioil on the Delhi ridge was exposed to attacks from the front and from the 
rear, and was a150 enfiladed along its whole length by tlic fire from the enemy’s 
works in the suburbs of Kissengunge. Two columns were sent out to destroy 
these works on the 17th June. One column w’as commanded by Sir Henry 
Tombs, and the other by Sir Charles Reid. Both these columns were successful 
and entirely destroyed the battery and the ningaziiid and burned the village in 
which the works were situated. As p i r t  of a concerted schenie i detachment of 
the enemy’s cavalry charged into the camp on the 9th July, and after causing 
considerable confusion and sevcre loss .was repulsed with heavy ‘slaughter. A 
general attack was made on the position under cover of a very hot fire from the 
place,and a strong column under Brigadier-General Neville Chamberlain advanced 
through the suburbs, chasing the enemy out and driving them into the city. It 
suffered most severely, however, on that day in killed and wounded,-the losses 
being betwrcn 300 and 400; Between the 10th and thc 14th July, active work 
was carri, -1 ,on in strengthening the right flank of  the position. Early in the 
siege-this lcmark is with reference to  what Major Mayne said with r<gard. to. 
obstacles-a lofty nimnd,  .evidently a disused brick-kiln, had been taken posses- 
sion of,. and was roirj.hly formed into a battery for three heavy guns, and an 
approach \vi!h an  easy slope cut along its face. I t  was called “ T h e  General’s 
Mound,” from havinj heen a favourite position of Sir Henry Barnard during a good 
many fights of whic’ he was an eye-witnes’s. I t  was between this mound and a 
mass of ancient Mahornedan buildings abutting on thc.Nujufprh Channel that the 
enemy’s cavalry broke through, and it was necessary to make the ground 
impracticable for horsemen. Speaking with rcgard to obstacles, strong parapets, 
dee “‘ches, and thick abattis of trees and brushwood were carried over all the 
open spaces, and provision was made- for placing field-guns,in battery behind the 
bank on the right of the mound. The  position was thereby strengthencd SO as to 
be safe against attack. I have only mentioned these two or three instances to 
show the necessity and importance of the proper selection of ground, which isalso 
referred to by Major Mayne. I fully agree wit11 all that Major‘ Mayne has said 
with regard to the difficulties of deciding what ground should be held and what 
should be  given u p  to the enemy. Everything depends upon the right selection of 
the ground. There are, I think, occasions on which it may be necessary to  hold 
advanced posts, although many losses have to  be sustained in so doing. This was 
the.case in the instance to which I refer. Theadvanccd post, which I dare say is.  
known t o  some here, called Metcalfe’s House, was held throughout the siege. I t  
was captured from the enemy on the l?th Junc, andwas  held throughout the whole 

. ~ . ~  3 
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1208 TIIE DIFFICULTIES OF TIIT: TACTICAL D1 

of the time. 
that  advanced post was never thought of for a n?ortient. 

matters advanced by my friend Major Mayne seem to me to be hardly borne 
out by experience of war. He said that loca~t ies ,  such as villages, farms, and 
woods, are necessari  evils in defensive posiiions. But surely the history of 
European yar is tliat villages are  most '~aluab1e to the defence. For instance, 

. Aspern, Essling, Wagrani, Fuentes $Onore, the villages near Liitzen and 
Leipzig, La Rothiere and Liyny. during the Napoleonic wars:  and Fr6sch- 
willer, Noisscville and Hazeilles, Le Bourget, and other vlllages near '  Paris, 
in-1870, p l a y d  a leading part in the battles' round theni, and their stubborn 
defence greatly delayed the advance of overwhelming numbers. A s  to farms, 
we know Lord \\'olseley, said, "Let everyone remember Hougemmt," and what 
a splendid defence that midc. Woods have often served the defence in tlie 
same way,, but some tactical teachers wauld now have us carefiilly avoid thcni. 
We know that  thc Frcnc!i suffered. terribly from the Gzrniin shells in the 
large wood near Szdan, the Bois d e  In Garenne, bat surcfy this was a special. 
case. The very fact tliat the French fled out of the o p i  into the wood. 
shows that it affardeJ some shelter. The \4~o3d bccanic cr;inimcd with fugitives, 
the German batteries formed n senii-circle round it, and it was then most scicn- 
tificnlly bombarded by Prince Kraft zii Holie~ilolie-I~t~clfi~igc~i, who had nothing. 
else to fire at. Under these circumstances Zola's description of the awful effects 
of the shells in those woods is probably hardly exaggerated ; but still I think that 
is  a special case. The  lecturer said that these localities will at tract  the concen- 
trated fire of the enemy's artillery; ivell, so much the better for the rest of 
the position, because, if, the enemy's batteries are  firing there they cannot fire 
upon the rest of tlie troops, and it seeins very doubtful whether the bornbnrd- 
ment will be worse for the defenders of the locality than it has been in tlie 
past. Shrapnel will certainly have less effect t h m  in the open, for its bullets 
have little penetrating power. A s  to Iligh explosives, niy experience of carrying 
out denlolitions with high explosives is  tliat thcy throw fragmenls of iron in: 
direct contact a long way, but (hey only crui?iblc stone and )rick. It may 
therefore well be that villages and \vopdz will b2 the only places found to be 
comparatively safe from their iinsty little splinters. On the other hand, the 
projectiles which were really effective axainst villages-powder filled and 
incendiary shclls-appear to bs  going out of fashion. I believe sometime a g o  
a n  experiment was carried out with 10-poundrr batteries a t  a const-guard 
station which had been underniined by tlie sea, a n l  tliat the-ir shclls' produced 
singularly little effect. (I understatid that you, Sir Richard, carried out a 
similar experiment near Jes, For, Dartmoor. I am sure this meeting would be 
very glad to hear the result, and how it bears upon this point.) 

I t  was subject to frequent attacks from the enemy, but to give up 

Captain F. A. AIALoN\-, R.E. : There is only. one point on \vhich~ t h e ,  

' Major H. 11'. PE.\RSE (East Surrey Regiment): I should like to make a few 
remarks on the points of, Major Mayne's lecture which attracted my attention as 
a n  infantry officer. I t  is obvious that there a re  most important lessons to the 
infantry in this lecture, and it i s  very possible that the dispositions for defence of 
large bodies of troops will be altered in consequence. The fact that Mijor 
hfayne conclusively proved that infantry must be kept cle& of the front of the 
artillery in a position is a new one, as lie said, and its recognition most important. 
T h e  great lesson appears to me, Iio\vdGer, to be that troops aciing on the defen- 

.s+e will be defeated unless they are of superior quality to those brought against 
them. This, if true, is a very serious matter for England, for' we kno\v what 
troops we a re  intending to rely upon for the defenco of the country. These troops, 
if they are to fight on the defcnsive, niust be superior in disciplineand,in coilrage 
to those of the-enemy, or they will be unable to assuml: tlid.offensive, when 
required, by ahicli means alone, the lecturer tells us. victory i s  possible. The 
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AXD HO\V TO MEET THEM. 1200 

courage w e  hope and we feel sure they will possess ; but as to discipline, that is 
.another matter. Il'e shall have troops of various qualities, Regulars, Militia, and 
\'olunteers, and whether they will all be  sufficiently disciplined to take thc offensive 
in the course o f a  serious action is a matter which we should veryseriously consider. 
\Gth regard t'o a minor point of the same subject, it seems we must make agencral  
rule that  trooiis which have been.put behind defensive works must not be expected 
to make counter-attacks. I think that is wlmt AIajor Jlayne intends u s  .to under- 
stand. That; in fact, all counterattacks, owing to the reluctance of troops which 
have been behind shelter to leave it, will have to be  made by other troops. We 
tijust niake up our minds that if we put troops behind shelter-trenches or other 
works they will stop there. There is one other small point I should like to refer to 
in Major Mayne's remarks last week, viz., the drawback, mentioned by him, that 
field works executed on downs with a dialky soil arc so conspicuous as' to be a 
great source of danger, rather than a protection. But Major Mayne mentioned 
olic means by which that difficulty can bc go t  over, viz., by turfing them, which, 
of course, would take a long tinie; but I cannot help thinking also that the 
ingenuity of our Engineers will devise other means, such as the use of dyeing 
materials; screens, etc., now that  attention has  been drawn to the matter. There 
may, tlierefore, be something gained by inviting attention to the lecturer's 
remarks on this point. , 

Major-General T. FRASER, C.B., C.M.G. (late R.E;): We all owe a debt of 
gratitude to $Iajor Mayne for the lecture he has given us, and I owe him a. further 
debt because in 1890, when I had finished for the Siege Operations Committee 
some laborious experiments on musketry firing a t  long ranges, I left for the Trans- 
vaal, and regretted very much that the work which had cost so many months 
of labour to many officers would be to a certain extent lost, because I could 
not crptal l ise  the results and givc them to the Army, as seemed desir- 
able. Major Mayne, however, did so in my absence.  in a much niorc able 
way than I could have done, and So that  the Army has.grcatly benefited. 
I am 'not pfcpared to say much on this subject, because I had not time to 
study the lecture in the way I should have wishe.d, but it has fallen to my lot to 
do a good deal of the work of selecting and preparing defensive positions. I have 
had, in a subordinate position, to do  so in the case of  more than one metropolis, 
and also in active service in several cases on a much smaller scale, and I ani afraid 
I must confess that circumstances rendered it impossible to fulfil all or even most 
of the conditions that Major Mayne very properly lays  down. I say this in order 
to draw attention to the fact that  the preparations for defence and for attack arc 
cases of doing the best you can. Conditions are  so varied, circunistances a rc  so 
more or less unfavourable, that  all we can do  in these cases is to be ruled by them. 
The points which Major i\.Zayne has laid down are good and S O U I I ~ ,  but I 'may 
touch on one or two mattcrs of practical experience. With regard to  steepness OX 

slopes in front of a position, Major Mayne considers slopes not exceeding one in 
four suitable; as a matter of expcricnce I think such slopes too steep to be readily 
defended, and should be inclined to prefer gentler slopes, even though the fall were 
towards the position, instead of from it. I t  looks a little formidable to have the 
cne!ny above you, but on the whole there is a grcater tendency to fire over you. 
When steep ground has to be included, the difficulty, may sonietin~es be orerconie 
by firing obliquely across it. Anotherpoint I wish to lay great stress upon is that  
'nowadays .if you get  engaged in a defensive position it is very unlikely 
you can kithdraw 'from it vol!rntarily without the most serious . results. 
Though the deterrent effects of a prepared position niay in itself dis- 
courage 'an enemy from' attacking it. . In speaking of localities and pivots 
of niancruvre, Major Maylie' suggested very happily that small ' counter- 
attacks should take place from the Banks. With that I heartily agree. 
With regard to puiely defensive sections, I must s a y  I do  not think the shallow 
shelter trenches we have iii our drill-books are suitable. They give no cover except 
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at the closest range;. They should, I think, in such cases be  deep and narro\+, 
That  seemed to me to bz a main lesson from the war of 1877 in Turkey. YOU 
must sacrifice something ; you cannot have facility of movement to your front and 
'at the same time effective cover against musketry and the ever-increasing use of 
shrapnel and of field hewitzer shells with high explosives, which latter sweep the 
ground in alldirections from the burst. I think the opportunities for small counter- 
attacks hive diminished. Great results from counter-ittacks must be got  by 
moving large bDdies and doing things on a great  scale. There is one idea that 
struck me inseeing field manmuvres in India, viz., that in m x t  countries the range 
which is available for artillery, the range of vision. is constantly very short. People 
talk about fire a t  three or four thousand yards ; but where d o  you g e t  that ? You 
g e t  it in uncultivated countries, in the plateaus ofSouth Africa, and in the North 
African deserts where there is  absolutely no vegetation ; but in ordinary circum- 
stances the range is much shorter than one nould suppose ; and this is a fact that 
i s  too often lost sight of when prepiring an attack and when selecting the fighting 
positions for infantry on the defensive. Infantry pxitions, which oblige the 
artillery to come close up in order to see at all, impose that arni to be swept off 
the field entircly by musketry fire which, a t  short  range, is much the more effective 
of the two. Such positions tend to reduce the fight to a musketry duel, and to 
counter-balance a relative weakness in artillery on either side. 

THE UIFFICL'LTIES OF TflE T k T I C h L  DEFEfiSIVl?, 

Major MAYSE in reply said : With regard to what Colonel Thackeray says, 
I think he gave us a very good exaniple of the efficacy of counter-attacks when 
'describing thc action of the two columns he spdie of, for relieving the besieging 
force of the difficulty that our troops experienced when compelled to stand on the 
dcfensive, though really they were the attackers in the siege. T h e  besiegers 
found themselves in this difficulty, that their lines were being swept by the native 
infantry and artillery fire, and 'so they suddenly counter-attacked with the' two 
columns spoken of, and thus relieved themselves. With regard to advanced pDsts, 
my personal opinion is that we cannot go b ick  very far into history in this matter, 

'on.account of the tremendous diifirence in the weapons of now and then; and I 
think that the question of advanced posts resolves itself into this : Is the advanceJ . post R large one, or a small one? that  is, will it give cover to a large body of the 
'enemy, or to a small body? M y ,  own opinio:i is that  with modern weapons, if 
there is only a farmhouse a little way in, front of the position, and we have not time 
to destroy it, it cannot be of very much advantage to occupy it, a s  the only force 
with which the enemj could occupy it nauld be by a company or so which would 
not be able to offer much danger to,  the position. The farm of St. Hubert, in 
front of the French position at Gravelotte drew to it a large number of dis- 
organised and demoralised German troop$ and .if. the French had only, known 
what was behind that farm tliey could have inflicted a trcmendous amount of 
damage on the Germans there. But unfortunately for themselves they did not 
know that the Gernians were so jamme3 u p  there that they could not do any- 
thing ; however, the occupation of the farm of St. Hubert was not of any reid 
advantage whatever to the Gernians. In one of the late examinations for 
promotions, there was given a map of a position with a large railway cutting of 
very considerable extent lying away to the front of a part of the position, and 
which offered cover for a very large number of the enemy's troops. In this 
particular case I think it would be a very serious disadvantage not to occupy 
the cutting. Consequently I think that the w h d e  question of occupying advanced 
posts lies in the question : What use can the ene:ny make of them against 
yourself? That brings me rather to what Captain Malony was speaking about. 
H e  instanc'ed various battles is which localities and advanced 'poots were made 
use of, and mentioned the farm of Hougeniont at U'aterloo. There again the 
weapons were uscd a t  such very short ranges that I do  not think that the 
conclusioas to be drawn from those fights will hold with modern weapons. 
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+hat is the reason Why I kave the opini.on that I did about not holding 
advanced posts in the majority of,cases with our present. weapons. Then again 
I pointed out that, with regard to the attractive power .of localities, it was 
quite a question open to  debate whether it w'ould not be well to make use of all the 
risible localities that might exist alonga position insucha~vay as  to make the enemy 
Lhink that they had been prepared for serious occupation, in order to attract his fire 
on them, while a t  the same time having our real defensive line oiitside of tlieni. 
As to the effect of inodcrn proiectiles on localities and tlie troops holding theni, 
I think that, in addition to the inaterial effect of these weapotis, u*e have' to 
consider their moral effect, and that even shrapnel, used with pircussion, fuses, 
falling into and bursting inside buildings and scattering their bullets about the 

' rooms, and even shrapncl dropping their bullets about the streets of villages, 
would liavc a very deniaralising effect indeed, when this fire is kept up; not 
nlerely foi a few minutes, but in some case3 for two or three hours or rnDre, 
the dcfen9ing troops. The question of high cxplosiyes is not a practical one a t  
present. I do not think any nation h.is got any  reliable batteries of howitzers for 
field use, and those that have thcni a r e  rather afraid to fire them. With regard to 
the shrapnel that is being used now in place of co:iinion shell, the moral effect of 
this constant bursting of the shells, and the dropping of their bullets about the 
nien will have R very serious effect on their nervous energy and on t h ~ i r  desire to 
renisin at their lmsts; and for that  reason I think deep and narrow shelter trenches, 
etc., outside of the localities to be defended, a r c  the only nieans of holding ninny 
of these localities. For the same reason, niiny of the advanced ps t s  will suffer 
very heavily from the Concentrated fire, bccause such advanced posts will draw a 
very heavy concentrated fire from the eneniy, and I do  not think the troops' will 
care to stop there very long. I understood afajor Pearse to say that the 
defenders will be,defeated if they are not superior to the at tackers  

Major PEXRSE : Superior as  regards the quality of the troops. 

Major BfAYNE: I thoroughly agree with him there, as he will see that I have 
based nearly the whole of this lecture on the moral qualities of troops, and in my 
first lecture I psinted out the fact of the moral factor being so very important. 
W e  find in many wars that Regular troops, who Iiave been \veil trained, will 
always defeat larger numbers of untrained troops who have not had instilled into 
them that artificial or acquired courage which w e  call cfisc$!itw. I think the 
whole lesson .of the second half of the Franco-German War is a very serious one 
for 11s to consider in England. Of course the troops a t  IVaterloo were very 
inferior to what the Duke of Wellington had had before in Spain, but a t  the same 
time the French troops were very inferior also to what Napoleon had had before, 
and they were not, therefore. on either side as good troops as these generals had 
had serving under them in previous years. With regard to troops behind 
entrenchments not caring to attack, that remark especially applies to siege 
works, where they have been for some days bchind entrenchments. 1 think that 
the May number of the JOLWNAL published by this Institution, containing 
the conclusion of those three articles by Colonel Hare 011 Captain Hoenig's 
work about the fighting at Mars-la-Tour' on tlie 16th August, 1870, is of 
very great  value to the military student. He points out there in very strong 
language the great desire of a soldier to prgservc his 'own life. Indiridrials 
may have great courage, but whm we come to deal with a I I I ~ S S  of men, 
the most of them arc  not heroes, and their general tendency is not to endanger 
theniselves so far as to risk their lives. The  consequence is that the troops 
behind entrenchments or  behind any cover will only be got  to advance with the 
greatest difficulty. W c  always find that troops under serious fire make for cover. 
The same objection applies to allowing troops to lie down-the difficulty is to ge t  
them up again in order to advance. And so I think that for these reasons, for 
carrying out counter-attacks you want troops who have not been exposed to fire, 
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and  who have not been kept behind entrenchments. Further, if the troops in the 
first line were to advance for a counter-attack and then are to conic back again- 
one does not know how they are going to be treated by the eneniy during the 
counter-attack-they may be handled so roughly that !hey might retreat hastily 
beyond their original line of trenches. So that for carrying out counter-attacks I 
think the troops executing it should be taken from the reserves, and thus leave the 
shooting line of the defence in position to enable it to cover'any possible retreat of 
the counter-attack and to prevent any  pursuit on the part of the enemy. The  only 
other nianner that I can think of for covering the white line of trenches dug it1 
chalk would be with any bushes available near at hand ; but .most of the positions 
on the chalk area are  open downs, that are comparatively treeless and hedgeless ; 
and if the enemy saw long lines of bushes all along the ground they would a t  once 
know that there were shelter trenches there, arid could note plainly the place \vherc 
the troops were posted. For the nioment 'I cannot think of any other means of 
hiding the white lines of trenches d u g  in chalk soil. I am sorry General Frascr 
has had to leave, because I lvould like to thank him personally for what he  said. 
I clearly p3inted orit that the whale question of taking up any position depended 
on the balance of advantages and disadvantages, that is to say, when we have 
the choice of s e k a l  posilions, we have to choosc the best one we can.' You 
cannot find a position possessing all the advantages required, but whenever any 
one advantageous condition does riot exist it means that the position chosen has 
so much to its disadvantage, and is more o r  less weak in that particular respect. 
I t  is impossible to finda perfect position with every requirement in it. With regard 
to retreiting from defensive positions,'of course that is  a strategical question, and 
1 know there would be great difficulty inretreating from a defensive position after 
you have been hotly engaged with the enemy. But the point that I laid stress 
upon wasnot the tactical aspect of a defended position, but its strategic rile. If 
you found tho dnemy was not going to attack you in front, but was marchinground 
your h n k ,  you must be prepared to leave your position as quickly as  possible, as the 
Confederates had to do  in Sherman's Atalanta campaign. H e  marched round 
their flank, and they had to l e w e  their fortified position and take up,another 
further in rear. But when he  goi there  he marched round that position again, and 
they had to go away once more and take another position. Another point in which 
I think General Fraser mistook me was with regard to the works thrown up round 
pivots of maneuvre. I particularly laid stress that counter-attack would not be 
made from the pivots of manaeuvre, but betyeen them, and therefore the actual 
pivots of manocuvre could be covered with any amount of obstacles you like or 
strong defences, because a counter-attack would not take place in front of the 
pivots of manaeuvre, but between the pivots where the ground was favourable for 
the operation. As to the local counter-attacks which General Fraser also objected 
to,I simply offer you the facts of history as they occurred in the Franco-German 
wzu, and ask you to let them decide as to whether local counter-attacks are  of 
value or  not. I can say no more on this question ; I have no experience personally 
myself, but on reading the published accounts of histories we do find that these 
local counter-attacks in the Franco-Gernian war had sometinies a most tremendous 

At Gravelotte two or three battalions of the French attacked niany 
thousands of the Germans and really sent them, as we now know, in headlong 
flight-so much so that the German Head Quarters almost thought they were in for 
a disastrous defeat on the right half of their .position. At the battle of Woerth, 
in the first French counter-attack that took place, the German troops that retreated 
before it were not heard of again until the very end of the fight, when. the final 
assault was being made a t  Froschwillcr. I can only offer you t h e  facts of history 

'On one point I think that General Fraser has  inisunderstood me. H e  referred 
to positions covering a town to be fortified, while I referred to positions taken up in 

In the first case the choice of available positions is very 

. effect; 

open field warfare. 
. limited; in the second case it is not so.-C. B. BII 

. .  . .  
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011 the effects of counter-attacks, and cannot express any opinion at all about it, 
based on practical and persona! experience. 

Gcntlen1eli, you \vill expect 
a few words from me. no doubt, and I will not detain you more than a 
fen  minutes. \\:lien we were hcrc last Friday, I saitl it seemed to  nie 
that the way to get over' the difficulties which, will, be caused in the future 
by the far-reaching projectiles of the present day, \vhich necessitate dis- 
persion under fire, and concentration for the shock, \vas by the free and 
ready'usc of svtnll rririfs, and that I hoped to be able to say a word or two 
to-day on the application of sniall units to a defensive battle-field. History is full 
of accounts of how a few dcterniined men have held a small post against vastly 
superior numbers, and by SO doing have changed the whole phase of a battle, arid 
sonietimes'even ofa campaign. The lessons to be derived from tlicse facts have 
not, I think, been so fully grasped by us or  perhaps by any nation as they might 
have been. The Germans in the grcat war of IS70 did makc a partial use of tliom, 
notably when the.army of Prince Frederick Charles, at that time greatly inferior 
in numbers, hcrnnicd in a t  ;\Ictz.thc whole flower of the French Artily. TIIC 
priiiciple was also partially use(! by the Turks a t  l'levna and elsewhere. I t  seems 
.to me that  the principle that I have in my mind is the same that has beeti described 
by Major Maync in his lecture, when he talks of picots of maneuvre and 
localities. I should like to give you a practical illustration of what I mean-I 
always like to look a t  things in a practical way. Let us take one of the assumptions 
that are constantly being niadc in war games and tactical exercises in this theatre, 
that there is an attacking force marching against some objective-you niay say 
London, if you like, only I would like to put my attacking force farther away than 
usual, viz., in the \\'cst of England. 
England is utterly different to the country that you find abroad. Let 11s take, then, 
an attacking army, which, having landed somewhere in the West of Ellgland, is 
marching against London, and the General of the Western District is ordered from 
IIead Quarters to oppose that army with what troops he can collect. No doubt, a t  
the same nioiiient thcre\vill be other attacks taking place elsewhere, and he would. 
not expect to get  any.assistaticc ; lie would have to rely entirely on the troops that 
h i  had with him. Well, knowing his country, he ~ o u l d  select a position where 
roads converged or where the enemy tvould probably pass. The way in wliich he 
would take up that position I think would be  very much ivliat Major Mayne has 
described. H e  would detail snmll rrtrifs to occupy posts along the position 
that he had chosen, posts such as sniall villages, or farms, or a defile, or perhaps 
even a '  hill. Each one of these posts 1 1 6  ~ o u l d  order the troops to fortify 
to the best of their ability. And each one would then become a sort of sniall 
fortress, more or less self-dependent, which the garrison would be instructed to 
hold to the death. Behind this line of small posts lie would place the mass of .his 
troops, sheltered as far as possible from the enemy's fire, xiid so organised that 
they would be able either to makc a counter-attack between the posts when the' 
enemy made ,his advance, or to move away to a flank, presuming the enemy 
tried to get  round them. Just a word on outposts. I may mention that I made 
a mistake when, a t  the conimcncenient of to-day's business, I suggested to you 
to discuss O J d / p O S f S  as a portion of &Iajor iClayne's lecture. Major Mayne in his 
lecturc has  dealt only with nd-Jancrd#osls, wliile I was talking about otrfposfs. Now 
it seems to me that you must have outposts, that is, movable troops in front of 
a defensive position, just as you \\-auld in.front of an attacking army. These 
outposts, which I should like to see composed, as a rule, of mounted men, would 
hold the enemy, \\-auld find out what he was doing, and would fall back before him. 
illoreover, if a General wished, they could do what outposts did with great advan- 
tage in one or two siiiall wars in which I have been engaged, viz., they could drcii, 
the enemy OIL toyotrrposifio/r. There is one other point I should like to allude to 
before we leave this subject, which is, that there is a tendency in attacks on small 

The CIIAIRMAS (Gcncrd Sir R. IIarrison) : 

I take .England because the country in . 
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posts, or, in fact, in all attacks, for the nttacking lines to bend inwards. I dare say 
you have seen what I mean, some ofyou in real war, and most ofyou in manoeuvres. 
I t  is caused, no doubt, by the troops; who are advancing, taking up, with more of 
their numbers than a r e  actually facing the post, a wrong direction ; and the result 
is  that the attacking line curves inwards. This gives the defensive forcc a great 
opportunity ; and, if there are local resem’es (which I was glad to hear that Major 
Mayne madea point of), if you have local reserves which are able a t  once to take 
those lines in.flank and attack vigorously, they. will alniost always be successful. 
You must have local reserves, and you nictst also have one big reserve, iiiidcr the 
hand of the General coninianding the whole force. with which to drive a counter- 
attack home or engage in the decisive action a t  the end of the day. At the end 
of my remarks on Friday last I mentioned that I thought it worrld be a great 
advantage if a t  all these lectures a t  this Institution, any principles ‘that were 
enunciated and brought honie were practically applied to oiir own Army. W e  arc 
rather apt to be academic here, and not to take practical advantage of what we 
learn. Now, it is not niy business to say how this shall be brought about, but, as 
chairnian of this meeting that has listened to Major Mayne’s lecture, I think I niay 
just  take one point. Major Mayne has given it as one of his principles tliat a 
passive defence is valueless-that is  to say, if we in England place o u r  nien 
passively along a hillside in what niay be apparently a good position and leave 
them there without the power ofmaneuvring, without the power ofniakingcounter- 
attacks, we a rc  incurring very great  danger. I t  SCCIIIS to me that it ought to be 
thoroughly well known and thoroughly yell appreciated that troops acting on the 
defensive must be prepared to  act- offensively if required. This means that we 
ought to have a good tactical school somewhere to teach all branches of the 
Servicc in our Ariny. I have nothing more to say, except to ask you to thank 
Major hlayne most cordially for his exceedingly able and \vell-thouyht-out 
lecture. 
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